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GREP SERIES VISCOUS PRODUCTS 

LIQUA-TAINERS 

35 kPa Models

OPERATING MANUAL 

This document is subject to change without notice 
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1.0 "GREP" Series, Viscous Products Liqua-Tainer 

1.1. GREP Overview 

The GREP series Liqua-Tainers are specifically designed for the bulk transportation, storage and 

dispensing of viscous products including heavy greases, pastes, inks, etc. 

The GREP series Liqua-Tainers are designed to dispense product in conjunction with a customer 

supplied pump. 

The Liqua-Tainers are designed to be moved with a Forklift and incorporate skid pockets which 

encase standard fork lift tynes for safe movement.  

The GREP series Liqua-Tainers are circular in design to allow the inclusion of a unique flexible 

follower system. 

This follower works as a wiper, removing the majority of the product from the walls, minimizing 

expensive residual and cross contamination concerns. 

The circular design also offers greater strength when compared with square bins allowing the area 

above the follower to be pressurized with low pressure air.  

This air pressure at 30 - 32 kPa *, acting on top of the follower assists in the downward movement 

minimizing the chance of void pockets occurring and force feeding the product to the suction side 

of the pump. 

A 50 mm combination pressure / vacuum vent is incorporated in the lid of the Liqua-Tainer to 

prevent over pressurization occurring. 

The pressure relief setting is at 35 kPa *, with the vacuum setting at –3.5 kPa. 

The top lid is removable to allow access to the follower, the lid is located by a bolted clamp band 

and sealed with an open cell sponge rubber gasket.  

Due to the inclusion of the follower the GREP series are unique in being both Bottom Fill and 

Bottom Discharge, via the isolation valve. 

The GREP series are designed for bottom filling via the 3” camlock adapter. 

1.2. Ancillary Equipment 

Solid Follower Viton or Nitrile Wiper for chemical applications 

Grease Valve A fabricated Adaptor to accept specific sizes of pump  suction spears, to 

allow the rapid fitment and removal of pumps. The spear is inserted into the 

valve and then locked up via a clamp nut. The adaptor is used in 

conjunction with a ball valve. 

Pneumatic Regulator Instrument air regulator adjustable to 40 kPa complete with gauge. 
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Unloading Stand Prefabricated Stand to position the GREP Liqua-Tainer at 100, 500 and 

1000 mm height intervals.  

Lifting Lugs Four lifting lugs fitted to the shell for top lifting via slings or cables. 

1.3. Features and Benefits 

1. Field proven unique flexible follower system to ensure minimal residual is retained within the

Liqua-Tainer. 

2. Low pressure air is applied above the follower to assist in downward movement, minimizing void

pockets and force feeding the pump. 

3. Level indicator to show real time contents of the Liqua-Tainer.

4. Robust inherently strong Round design for maximum service life in severe operating

environments. 

5. Robust skid pockets which encase forklift tynes for safety during movement.

6. With the flexible follower being kept in direct contact with the grease, contact with air or

contaminants is kept to a minimum. 

IMPORTANT NOTE * 

This manual relates only to the enhanced GREP Liqua-Tainers with cross bracing to suit 35 kPa 

pressure. To confirm suitability check the top as per the drawing below. 

If cross bracing is not fitted the maximum pressure is 20 kPa. 

If in doubt please contact us and quote the serial number of the GREP Liqua-Tainer. 
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2.0 GREP Series Operational Instructions 

Check and comply with Material Safety Data Sheets relating to the liquid being filled and 

decanted, prior to carrying out procedures nominated in this section. 

Check and comply with all company safety and maintenance requirements prior to carrying 

out procedures nominated in this section. If in doubt ask. 

Ensure a low pressure Pneumatic Regulator is fitted in the top shell and has been set at no 

more than 32kPa. Refer to the Regulator Manual for initial adjustment. 

2.1. Filling GREP Series Liqua-Tainers 

1. Check pressure and vacuum relief vent cowl is free of obstruction and not damaged.

2. Check the location of the sight gauge poppet indicator. (At top when empty)

3. Remove camlock dust cap or blanking plug fitted to the discharge ball valve.

4. Fit filling hose to coupling on Liqua-Tainer.

5. Open Liqua-Tainer discharge ball valve.

6. Open filling line valve. On first ever fill, fill at a low pumping rate.

7. Proceed to fill the Liqua-Tainer paying attention to the sight gauge poppet.

If filling by weight, observe scale indication set point.

8. On completion of filling, close Liqua-Tainer discharge ball valve and filling line valve.

9. Remove filling hose, vent hose as required to relieve internal pressure.

10. Seal outlet with plug or camlock dust cap. Seal as required.

2.2. Cleaning GREP Series Liqua-Tainers 

Internal cleaning of the GREP series Liqua-Tainer requires the follower to be removed. 

2.2.1. Follower Removal Procedure 

1. Isolate air supply and vent line to atmosphere, to relieve internal pressure.

2. To ensure residual pressure has been relieved remove inlet air line connection in the top shell

of the Bin.  

3. Unbolt the clamp-band assembly locating the top assembly.

Undo the worm drive clamp securing the flexible tube between the cable elbow and sight tube. 
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4. Place lift straps through the holes located in the coaming. Attach the straps to an overhead

crane or fork lift tynes. 

Activate lifting equipment slowly, enabling the top assembly to detach from the body. Chains are 

fitted between  the top and follower.  

Once the top is clear by approximately 250 mm, undo the chains from the underside of the lid, 

secure the chains to one side and fully remove the lid. 

Lift directly on the chain applying gentle tension until the follower is withdrawn. When the follower 

is level with the top of the shell, remove the sight gauge cable from the follower.  

2.2.2. Follower Replacement Procedure 

1. Check all cleaning material, foreign objects and contaminants have been removed.

If fully cleaned lightly oil all internal surfaces, this is critical in assisting follower movement on first 

fill. 

2. Check the gasket between the removable top and Liqua-Tainer shell is correctly positioned and

in good order. Replace as required. 

3. Refit the follower chains to the top plate. Place lifting straps through the holes in the coaming

located on the removable top. 

4. Lift the Liqua-Tainer top complete with chains and follower. First check that the chains are

securely attached. 

5. Locate the follower over the top of the Liqua-Tainer. Check tolerance between the follower and

inner shell, a slight interference should occur. 

6. Continue to lower the follower into the Liqua-Tainer.

7. Once the follower is inserted approximately 100mm inside the shell, attach the sight gauge

cable to follower. 

8. Open the discharge valve. Push the follower to the bottom of the container to prevent an air trap

between the follower and product during the first fill.  

When inserting the follower ensure it is lowered evenly to prevent jamming occurring. 

Ensure the follower is fully at the bottom and evenly positioned, not tilted at all. 

9. Position the top assembly in place ensuring gasket is correctly seated. The sight tube cable

elbow in the top assembly to be lined up with the sight gauge fitted to the shell.  

Refix the flexible tube between the sight tube and top assembly, tighten worm drive clamp. 

10. Check vacuum and pressure vent has not been obstructed or damaged.

11. Replace bolted clamp-band and tighten firmly. Tap the clamp-band around the circumference

lightly with a rubber mallet whilst tightening the bolts (ensures firm gasket seating) Close the 

discharge valve. 
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12. Leak Test by placing air pressure, 34 kPa into the Liqua-Tainer. Soap and water test the

removable top area. Ensure pressure vent is opening at 35 kPa. 

2.3. Decanting GREP Series Liqua-Tainer 

1. Remove the camlock dust cap or blanking plug from the discharge ball valve.

When using a Grease Valve Adaptor : Loosen bushing plate. Locate the pump spear into the 

adaptor, open the ball valve fully and push the pump spear into the  discharge valve. When 

completed, tighten bushing plate as required to ensure no ingress of air during the decanting 

operation. 

When using a Camloc Fitting : Remove the dust cap. Place the female hose fitting  into the male 

camlock and close cam arms to ensure no ingress of air during the  decanting operation. Open the 

ball valve. 

2. Check vacuum and pressure relief vent for obstruction prior to introducing air.

3. Attach the air-line to the low pressure (Instrument) air regulator.

4. Open air-line valve, check gauge pressure on the regulator is no more than 32kPa

5. Observe sight gauge level Indicator prior to and during decanting.

6. Turn on discharge pump to decant product.

2.4. Top and Bottom Lifting 

The GREP are designed for bottom lifting using a fork truck and top lifting using slings. 

The GREP can be lifted full of product, maximum SG of 1.2. 

1. Bottom Lifting

Four way access is provided with enclosed fork lift pockets. 

a) Ensure the fork lift is rated for the MGM of the GREP. Based on the 1,450 litre version this

may be as high as 1,900 kg, (net weight of 450 kg plus 1,450 litres  of product with an SG of 

1.0). 

b) Ensure the fork tines are fully inserted into the enclosed forklift pockets.

2. Top Lifting

Provision for top lifting is via the 4 lifting lugs positioned at the top of the shell, below the clamp-

band assembly. The lifting lugs are shown as item 6 on the attached drawing and on the

schematic on page 2.

a) Ensure the equipment being used complies with State, Federal and Company policies /

regulations relating to lifting, these must be adhered to. 

Based on the 1,450 litre version this may be as high as 1,900 kg, (net weight of  450 kg plus 

1,450 litres of product with an SG of 1.0). 

b) Ensure all four (4) lifting lugs are used.

c) Use a spreader bar to prevent the slings catching on the clamp-band assembly.

If Lifting Lugs are not fitted do not top lift. 
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3.0 Trouble Shooting 

Should problems be encountered the following checks should occur: 

1. Check for dents in the shell that may restrict the follower movement.

2. Check the air line has been connected to the remote air line connection or regulator, and is

turned on. The minimum size air line used should be 10 mm.

Check the gauge reading on the top mounted regulator is at 30 to 32 kPa.

Start the pump and check the pressure gauge reading does not drop below 30 kPa.

If the air pressure is not reading on the gauge or drops when the pump is started insufficient air 

supply / pressure is available. Check the upstream air line, regulators, fittings, etc. 

3. If the air supply is OK and pressure is still low the following items should be checked:

a) The clamp band bolts are tight, they should be positioned above the fork pockets.

b) The top seal (behind the clamp band) is not damaged and leaking air.

Listen for air leaks and spray under the lip of the clamp band with soapy water. 

If air leaks are found replace the top gasket. 

c) Check for air leakage at the pressure vent and regulators. Replace / re seal as

 needed. 

NOTE : Do not over pressure the Liqua-Tainer or alter the pressure vent or optional 

regulator settings. 

Do not lift the Liqua-Tainer by the holes in the coaming. 
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